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ABSTRACT  

 

Now a day’s web mining has become very important and achieved a prominent role in 

the data mining applications, this is mainly because web mining is one among the several 

applications of data mining techniques in order to discover various new patterns from the web. 

As we know that now a day’s almost each and every individual try to surf the internet for 

gathering useful information. In the World Wide Web, we will see a lot of web sites which 

holds information range from a single page to hundreds of pages and even many more, where 

the sites become more and more complex during searching. A Web crawler is an internet bot  

or robot which will browse the internet for the purpose of web indexing also known as web 

spidering.A crawler will automatically traverse the web from one page to other and download 

all the useful documents and stores the crawled links information. This crawler is mainly used 

by various web search engines in order to gather data from various pages and do indexing along 

with several functions like page validation, mirroring and so on. As we know that internet is 

growing very fast and it is a great challenge for the web mining to crawl the dynamic nature of 

deep web, and to achieve the high efficiency and accuracy. In this project we are using the web 

search program as a crawler application where the crawling of the pages is done not by the 

overall page rank (I.e. Overall total page’s rank count visited by users), but the pages are 

crawled based on individual page count of individual URL’s.As our application is used to 

measure the individual page traffic accurately our application is mainly useful for Web –

Masters for maintaining the traffic of each and every web page in an very sophisticated manner. 

As this application requires internet connection, the internet connection should be of enough 

bandwidth as in order for processing the Web pages URL’s accurately and fastly.This 

application is limited for crawling up to non SSL protected pages but it is failed in crawling 

SSL protected pages as due to governing internet security  policies. In this current application 

we can find out the count of successfully crawled URL’s as well as failed URL’s successfully 

based on the pages which were crawled by internet traffic. By conducting various experiments 

on our proposed model, the results clear tell the agility and accuracy of our proposed crawler 

framework, which efficiently retrieves deep-web interfaces from large-scale sites and achieves 

higher harvest rates than other crawlers. 

 

Key Words: Mirroring, Page Validation, Web-Masters, Traversing, Robot, Web Search.  

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_bot
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Now a day’s web mining has become one of the major contributions in the data mining 

applications. As the deep web is growing huge day by day the use of web mining techniques in 

the field of mining also increased a lot. Web mining is mainly divided into three different 

categories like: 

 

1. Web Usage Mining,  

2. Web Content Mining  and  

3. Web Structure Mining. 

 

 Web Usage Mining is one of the applications of data mining techniques, which is used to 

discover interesting and important patterns from deep web .This will discover a new pattern and 

try to understand each and every thing clearly from that pattern and then serve the needs of Web-

based applications. In this web usage mining [1], the term usage indicates that it will identify the 

origin or behavior of user browsing at a web site [2]. This can be again classified into various 

levels based on the kind of usage. Now we can look at this in detail as follows: 

 

Web Server Data 

            

               In this level it is mainly used to identify the log information of a web user. This log 

information is mainly collected by the web server like IP Address, Date and Time, Access Page 

Reference and so on. 

 

Application Server Data 

 

 In this level, it is mainly used to track the various kinds of business events and collect all the log 

information and save them in the application servers. This level is mainly used to enable the     

E-Commerce applications to be built on the top of any web site with a very little effort. 

 

Application Level Data 

 

In this level ,it is mainly used for deriving new kinds of events and logging can be turned on for 

them just generating histories of derived events.This will be mainly used by many application in 

order to store the application level data inside this category. 

 

Web Structure Mining 
 

Web structure mining is also one among the applications of data mining techniques, 

which is used mainly graphs to analyze the nodes and their connection structure of a web site [3], 

[4]. Generally this web structure mining is mainly divided into two kinds based on the structure 

of data, this is as follows: 

 

1. The first and initial category of web structure mining is the ability to extract the patterns 

from hyperlinks that are available in the web.  
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2. The second category of web structure mining is ability to mine the document structure 

like HTML and XML. 

 

Some of the Important Terminologies of Web Structure Mining  
 

Initially in this section we will discuss about some of the important terminologies that 

comes under web structure mining. They are as follows: 

 

    i) Web Graph 

Web Graph is a directed graph representing web. This is mainly used as a component to 

represent the web in the form of a graph. 

   ii) Node  

            This is represented as a Web page in that Graph. Generally a graph is a combination of 

nodes and vertices. Where the node mainly represent an individual web page from the web site. 

   iii) Edge  

            This is represented as a hyperlinks of a web site. For each and every web site there will 

be a set of hyperlinks available to one and other pages, so this Edge in a graph is treated as a 

hyperlink for a given web page. 

    iv) In Degree  

            This is one of the main components in a graph, which represents the number of links that 

are pointing to a particular web page or for a node. The number of pages which are pointed to 

each and every page is represented by the in-degree. 

    v) Out Degree 

            This is also one of the main components in a graph, which represents the number of links 

generated from a particular web page or for a node. The number of pages which are generated 

out from this web page or node is  represented by the out- degree. 

 

Web Content Mining 
 

Web content mining is one among the various categories of web mining, this is the 

process of extraction and integration of useful data. This is also used for extracting the useful 

information and knowledge from various web page content. As the World Wide Web is keep on 

increasing with a lot of heterogeneous data for the various sources, there is a huge demand for 

identifying the sources from the web by using some of the tools like web crawler, Meta crawler 

and a many more. As there are many tools for extracting the content from the web pages, they do 

not generally provide structural information nor categorize, filter, or interpret documents. In the 
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current days, these factors have prompted researchers to develop more intelligent tools for 

information retrieval, such as intelligent web agents, as well as to extend database and data 

mining techniques to provide a higher level of organization for semi-structured data available on 

the web [5] ,[6].  

 

 
 

Figure 1.Represents the Architecture of Web Mining and its Various Categories 

 

From the figure 1, we can clearly find that web mining has divided into three categories 

and each category has its own and individual functionality. All these categories were discussed 

clearly in the previous paragraphs. Our application mainly deals with all the three categories all 

together to identify the individual pages priority based on page traffic. In our proposed 

application, we can retrieve the web pages hierarchy based on individual page traffic rather than 

overall page rank. 
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II.  BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 

 

In this section we will mainly discuss about the web search and its fundamentals .In this 

section we will find the advantages of web search and main functionalities that are needed for 

any web search. 

 

About Web Search  
 

As the web has gained a lot of user’s interest towards it surfing, the need for surfing the 

valuable data has also became a main factor in now a days. This process is also known as 

searching for desired information by specifying a valid input. As there was a variety of 

applications over internet, searching differs from one to other in internet with its wide range of 

different data [7]. 

 

Despite of the numerous applications for Web Search, at the core they are all 

fundamentally the same. For any web search, the following process takes place in common. 

 1. Initially the web search main goal is to download the required web page. 

 2. Once if any page is downloaded from the web, it should be parsed carefully and then it 

should be keep on parse all the retrieved links that are related to that parsed link. 

 3. This process of parsing each and every web page is continued and process is repeated until 

final link is reached. 

We can now see the detailed explanation of all the above three steps with a simple 

example. This is described as follows: 

As we all know for any web search, the primary step is :The web Search engine take a  

valid URL and downloads the page from the Internet at the given URL.Once the URL data is 

downloaded successfully, this will be  saved to a file on disk or put in a database. As we save the 

page in some location or inside the data base, this will allow the user to go back to that initial 

data at any time if he needs that data to be manipulated. 

In the second step, a Web Search engine parses through the downloaded page and 

retrieves the links to other pages. Each link in the page is defined with an HTML anchor tag 

similar to the one shown here: 

            <A HREF="http://www.host.com/directory/file.html">Link</A> 

After the Search has retrieved the links from the page, each link is added to a list of links 

to be searched. 

The final step of a Web Search engine is it will be keep on repeat the process of searching 

all the links until the last link is reached. Generally this search can be down either in two ways 

like BFS and DFS.But in our project we use Breadth First Search as the method for searching the 

desired URLS, where this will not back traverse the already visited link. 
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III. ABOUT PAGE RANKING 

 

PageRank is one of the new algorithms  that was launched and used by Google Search  

engine in order to rank various websites in their search engine and display the results. This 

PageRank name was given after Larry Page,
[1]

 one of the various founders of Google. The 

process of page rank is to give the priority or importance for any web sites by measuring the 

number of users count for that web site. The working principle of page ranking that was used 

currently in google is counting the number of links and quality of links that are linked to an 

individual web page and it will keep on continues the count until all the pages are visited. This 

page rank is mainly used to tell how important a web site is compared with various web sites that 

are hosted over internet. The most important and underlying fact regarding the google page 

ranking for an web site is ,several web sites are likely to receive various and several links from 

other web sites rather than all from the same web site. This page rank was first implemented by 

the google company in order to rank the pages of an web site and give importance for that and 

till now it is the best –known process in google search engine [8],[9],[10]. 

Generally the page ranking will be calculated based on two ways like :page Authority 

based and Domain Authority based. For example we can take an example of an education web 

site like ANDHRA UNIVERSITY ,where if we check the page ranking for this site with 

domain name like EDU.IN.Now we can find the detailed score and ranking metrics of that web 

site both page authority and domain authority. 

 

 

Figure 2.Represents the Google Page Authority Rank for an                                  

Andhra University Web Site. 

From the figure 2, we can only observer the values like SEO Value ,how many external 

links are there for each and every web page ,URL age in terms of number of years that web site 

was established and created and finally the social shares that are done for that give appropriate 

web site. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Search
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Larry_Page
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PageRank#cite_note-1
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Figure 3.Represents the Google Domain Authority Rank for an                        

Andhra University Web Site. 

 

From the above figure 3, we can only observer the values like SEO Value, how many 

external links are there for each and every web page,URL age in terms of number of years that 

web site was established and created and finally the social shares that are done for that give 

appropriate web site. From the two authorities, we came to a conclusion that value of SEOmoz is 

very high for page authority rather than for domain authority. 

 

Domain Authority  is one of the major metric in google page rank, which was developed 

by SEOMoz, to predict the ability of a website / domain to rank in search engines. Generally for 

Domain authority, it will be used a logarithmic scale from min value 0 to maximum value of 

100. A high Domain authority score means your complete website / all the pages on your domain 

have the potential to rank well in search engine results. 

 

Page authority is also one of the best metric, which was developed by SEOMoz, to 

predict the ability for a specific page to rank in search engines. Generally for a Page Authority, it 
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will be used a logarithmic scale from min value 0 to maximum value of 100. A high Page 

authority score means your page has the potential to rank well in search engine results. 

IV. PROPOSED BFS ALGORITHM 

 

In this section we will mainly discuss about our proposed breadth first search algorithm 

as in this paper we have used BFS as searching technique or traversing technique for finding the 

priority of web pages from a given web site. 

 

Traversal Techniques 

Generally we know that traversing a graph is the most fundamental and important task in a 

graph theory. This can be done in two standard and simple ways like  BFS and DFS. The process 

of finding the best possible routes from initial node to the final node with no cycles and 

connected components are known as traversing [11], [12]. In a graph we have a set of nodes or 

vertices  for which the edges will be connected. As we will visit each and every node along with 

connected edge, we need to be very careful to not get stuck in the middle of graph due to 

confusion of visited and non visited nodes, so that is the reason why we need to mark the vertices 

that we are encountered and also we need to take care that, we don’t skip anything. 

Basic Functionality of Graph Traversing Techniques 

 The following are the main functionalities we need to follow during the graph traversing. 

They are as follows: 

i) Initially we start with a single vertex or with a single node  and try to evaluate its  

      outgoing edges. 

ii) During this evaluation if we find that  an edge goes to an undiscovered vertex, then 

immediately we mark it as discovered and add it to the list of discovered vertices.  

iii) At the last if we find that any edge goes to a completely explored vertex, we will try to 

ignore that nodes and edge and we try to think that it is already discovered vertex, so we 

need to ignore and think that it is already in the list. 

iv) Generally we use Queue for storing the visited nodes details in the process of Breadth 

First Search and all the visited nodes or vertices are stored into the queue. 

v) For the Depth First Search, we generally use Stack as the storage medium for storing the 

visited and un-visited details of a graph with set of vertices and edges. 

Here in our proposed application we assume that a web site as a graph and each and every 

web page as the vertices or nodes and the hyperlinks that are available from each and every web 

page to other web pages are treated as the edge between the web pages. As we need to find out 

the priority of each and every web page from a set of web pages in a web site, for this duplicate 
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pages shouldn’t be crawled at displayed in the retrieved list, so that is the reason why we are 

using breadth first search as that will not crawl already visited pages . 

 

BREADTH FIRST SEARCH 

 
Breadth First Search is one of the traversing techniques, which is an uninformed search 

method that aims mainly to expand and examine all nodes of a graph systematically in order to 

find a suitable solution. We can also define that BFS searches the entire graph exhausitively 

without considering the goal until it finds it. The BFS algorithm doesn’t follow heuristic 

approach just same like DFS. 

As per the breadth first search point of view, the algorithm will proceed to search initially 

all the child nodes start from a root node and add each and every node to the FIFO queue. As the 

nodes which are visited is represented as visited and they will be added in the first in first out 

queue and nodes that are not yet examined are saved in a separate container .Here the set which 

is already visited is known as “Closed” set and the set which is still yet to be visited is known as 

“Open” set. If any node which is newly visited from the open set, then it will be automatically 

added to the closed set and that node should be removed from the open set. This process of 

searching nodes will finally terminate once all the vertices in open set becomes null or empty. 

In this proposed paper, we try to take a root URL as the starting vertex and we try to find 

the priority of several web pages that are connected with the root URL, where each and every 

URL connected to the root URL is treated as the edge between the web pages. Once if the page 

was visited and found its priority we will save that URL in closed queue and this queue will be 

added based on FIFO model. This queue will be terminated once if all the sub pages are visited 

until we reach the last node. During this search process if we found any web page containing any 

SSL protected security functionality, then such a page is treated as non-crawl able page and it 

should be disconnected from the open set and saved in a separate set (I.e. Failed URLS Set). This 

factor is treated as a limitation for the current application as such a pages shouldn’t be crawled as 

they were treated as against for government norms. If such page is also visited and priority of 

such a page can be found then such a method is treated as a process of hacking the credential 

information of web pages. In this proposed paper, we use BFS algorithm for finding the priority 

of a web site having a set of all web pages ,where the search start from a  small set of pages and 

then explore other pages by following links in a “breadth first-like” fashion. In this BFS fashion 

we mainly traverse the more important page with high traffic will be searched first and later the 

process continues to visit all the other remaining web pages having less priority. 

Steps for BFS Algorithm 

1) Put the starting node (the root node) in the queue. Here node is nothing but a Web Page URL. 

2) Pull a node from the beginning of the queue and examine it.  

a) If the searched element is found in this node (I.e. Web Page), quit the search and return a 

result.  

b) Otherwise push all the (so-far-unexamined) successors of this node into the end of the 

queue, if there are any.  
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3) If the queue is empty (Open Queue), every node on the graph(I.e. Web Site) has been 

examined -- quit the search and return "not More pages to Crawl".  

4) Repeat from step 2.  

PSEUDO CODE FOR BFS ALGORITHM 

 
The below pseudo code clearly represents the BFS algorithm procedure and its working 

principle. This will be represented step by step in order to find out the priority of web pages from 

a web site. As we are using BFS algorithm there is no heuristic approach and we can’t able to 

back traverse the already visited URL as once the URL is visited, this will not be visited once 

again. 

 

Pseudo-Code for BFS Algorithm 

 

Function  breadthFirstSearch (Start, Goal)  

{                   

 //Here start is Starting URL of web page and Goal is the last URL of the Web page 

     Enqueue (Queue, Start) 

     While notEmpty(Queue) 

 { 

        Node: = dequeue(Queue) 

        if Node = Goal { 

            return Node  // the code below does not get executed 

        } 

        For each Child in Expand(Node) { 

            If notVisited(Child)  

{                  //Here Child is nothing but sub URLS present inside a web page 

                setVisited(Child) 

                enqueue(Queue, Child) 

             } 

         } 

     }  

 } 

 

Figure 4.Represents the detailed view of Breadth First Search Algorithm and its Pseudo 

Code for retrieval the web pages 

 

From the figure 4, we can clearly find the detail view of pseudo code of the proposed BFS 

algorithm, where this algorithm starts from an initial node like web page. This crawling 
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continues until the entire sub URLs or child web pages are crawled, this process will be 

terminates once if all the child urls and visited and at the end we will display the best result by 

the showing the URLs in a priority wise. 

 
 

Figure 5 .Represents the Sample Example of BFS Algorithm 

 

From the figure 5, we can clearly find out that BFS algorithm starts by examining; all 

nodes on layer 1 will be traversed before we move to nodes of layer 2. Initially we start from 

node 0 in layer 0 and then find the nodes which are having very shortest distance from that node 

0.Here the nodes like 1,2,3 of layer 1 is near to layer 0 than compared with layer 2.Hence first 

we traverse the nodes in layer 1 first and once after visiting all the unvisited nodes that are 

available in layer 1,then the traversing will be continued till layer 2.Here during this process of 

traversing the nodes ,the graph may contain some cycles ,so we need to take care about those 

cycles and we should take care that nodes shouldn’t have the back traversing(I.e same node 

should not be visited multiple times).In order to avoid the same node not to be visited again and 

again we used a Boolean array ,which takes two values as input either marked or not marked. So 

if any node or web URL is visited by the frontier class, that url is treated as visited and marked 

as visited and this will clearly useful to differentiate the urls while crawling in a BFS fashion. 

From the above figure 5, starting from node 0 we treat node 0 as Base URL or Seed URL and 

from there we will  start  visit its children 1, 2, and 3 and store them in the order they get visited. 

After visiting all the child nodes or child urls in layer 1,then we try to continue the process of 

crawling  the  children of node 1 first and then other nodes like 2 and 3.Once all the nodes are 
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visited and there is no URLs available in Open list ,then the process terminates and the result is 

displayed in the form of a set of URLS based on priority wise I.e  In decreasing order. 

 

V. WORKING ARCHITECTURE OF FRONTIER CLASS WITH BFS 

 

 
 

Figure 6 .Represents the  Detailed View of Our Proposed Crawling Using BFS Algorithm 

 

From the figure 6,we can clearly find out the proposed crawling technique using the BFS 

algorithm. Here initially the user will enter the Seed URL in the option that was given for him, 

where the URL should be always of NON-SSL (Secure Socket Layer) [14]-[16].It means the 

URL should be of Http:\\ only, it shouldn’t be like Https:// or so on. Once the URL is substituted 

that will be divided into parts like WWW as one part and Domain Name Service as another 

part..For example if we enter www.andhrauniversity.edu.in as the base URL, then initially the 

main URL will be divided into a separate blocks like www as one block and 

andhrauniveristy.edu.in as another block. Now we will try to fetch that initial page from the 

server and try to parse that seed URL.Here parsing is the process of assigning a status for that 

extracted web page like “visited” or “Not Visited”. Once the main URL is parsed it will then 

continued to extract the set of sub URL’s that are available from that root URL.Once each and 

every sub URL’s are visited and they will be added to a separate container like “Closed “Queue. 

And the set of URL’s that are still to be crawled are kept in a separate container like “Open 

“Queue. Once during the process of crawling or fetching the URL’s from open queue, it will try 

to verify if any duplicate URL’s are crawled. As we are using BFS are traversing technique for 

the proposed crawling application, it shouldn’t get any duplicate URL’s visited. All the above 

http://www.andhrauniversity.edu.in/
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process is mainly controlled by a centralized controller called as “Frontier “Class, where the 

Frontier is the main class which will try to connect the given URL’s to the google server and try 

to process the URL’s and send back the result in the form of a processed URL’s to the end user. 

If the application doesn’t contain any frontier class ,we can’t able to crawl the URL’s 

dynamically from the google server. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we for the first time have implemented the crawling of web pages based on 

BFS searching technique. Searching is one of the process of finding the required data or 

information from a set of un-structured or raw data. Here the raw data is nothing but any web 

site, where the web site is formed by a collection of several web pages through hyperlinks. Now 

a days in order to get the priority or importance for any web site in google server, we mainly use 

google page ranking as the best source for providing the rank of each and every web site. 

Generally this ranking gives the count of total number of users who viewed the web site from a 

certain period of time and the value that was displayed as the rank. This value will keep on 

change dynamically as the number of users who viewed the web site changes. The main 

motivation for doing this proposed paper a new smart crawler tool for extracting the web page 

ranking from a deep web sites is mainly because we are unable to find each and every individual 

web page priority in the current page ranking, only we can find the total page rank. So in this 

paper we try to explore the priority of each and every individual web pages those which are 

available in the web site having more traffic at the top and least traffic at the bottom. 
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